Announcements 9-13-11

- Today: **Lymphatic System** with Dr. Scott Smith
- Neuro OSCEs are ongoing
- Small group today: Practice Head to Toe exam
- **HEAD TO TOE** female exam 9/20 and 9/27
- One hour with facilitator  Come prepared!
  - Includes breast exam (one side)
  - Not prompted (memorize the steps)
  - Checklist on line/or pocket cards to study
  - Videos helpful
  - Highly recommend you follow order of steps listed
  - Prove to your facilitator you are prepared, demonstrate

Announcements 9-13-11

- Alternate schedules to Les
- Many facilitators do their small group evaluations that day too
- **Write up this PE** and give to facilitator for comments due 10-25-11

To WATCH video “Head to toe, female”

- Go to LUMEN, Advanced Resources, Physical Exam Steps, List of Videos, Head to Toe

Announcements for 9-13-11

- Preceptor status
  - 1 - Spanish
  - 3 Underserved
  - 4 Midwest Heart
  - If you found a Preceptor tell us
- No lecture or small group next 2 weeks, then mid-semester break

- Weeks 11-20
  Begin EKG readings as part of small group.
  EKG packets will be in your mailbox, you will get an email when they are there